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software testing: from theory to practice author: elisabeth hendricksonpublication year: 2013 get a copy: amazon software testing is an essential part of the software development life cycle, and there are several test types that can be used to improve the quality of your software. this book is dedicated
to all testers who have faced challenges while testing and want to learn how to overcome them. the goal of this book is to help you understand what testing is, what it is not, and why it is important. this book is not a software testing certification guide, it is a self-study book that is filled with practical

advice and tips from real-life testers. in addition, you will discover real-life testing scenarios from your own experience. written by a software testing professional with over 20 years of experience, this book is packed with practical advice and practical tips. it starts by describing what testing is and what it
is not and what it is not. after that, you will learn the essential tips of software testing in the chapter on software testing fundamentals. next, the book takes you through a real-life testing scenario from your own experience. you will also learn the essential tips of software testing in the software testing

applied chapter. sqa manager certification study guide author: ramesh guptapublication year: 2019 get a copy: amazon this book is a platform for anyone to enter the world of sqa manager certification. it provides a detailed insight into all the topics that are covered in the sqa manager certification
exam. from the current and upcoming trends in the industry, to tips to pass the sqa manager certification exam and to take part in the future of software testing. the book covers all areas of the sqa manager certification exam, from the fundamental concepts and the procedures to the processes and

trends.
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